Syntax is not the right arena to make a case for language family relationships.
los
Language Dynamics and Change 6 (2016) [31] [32] [33] inspired by a Latin Vorlage (see Warner, 1982; Dreschler, 2015) . They are usually in the passive in English, and emerge for independent reasons, to address the decline of adverbials as unmarked themes after the loss of v2 (Los, 2009) .
Another reason why e&f fail to make their case is the quality of the argumentation. You cannot claim that a change (in casu the vo change) is unlikely to be an independent change in the case of one language (me) but not in the case of another (on). The change is not "rare" (p. 66), witness the large numbers of both ov and vo languages occurring within the same language families (Dunn et al., 2011) . The claim that "a small number of post-head object dps in Old English […] would not easily suffice to cause a massive and central word order change" (p. 66) is misleading in view of the vast number of postverbal objects in oe whose underlying structure (derived from base vo? Or extraposed from base ov?) is analytically ambiguous or indeterminate, and may easily have led a new generation to reanalyze to base vo, particularly in a situation of language contact.
The quality of the argumentation is further undermined by the cavalier treatment of serious counterarguments. The core of West Germanic vocabulary in English is dismissed by claiming that re-borrowing into me may have happened in a handful of cultural domains unknown to on speakers, e. g. Christianity; the claim that these semantic domains would account for "many hundreds (quite possibly thousands)" of re-borrowings (p. 41) is wholly unsupported.
The same goes for the presence of ov orders in me. Negated objects remain robustly present in me, but this is, of course, because on also has them. However, there are plenty of non-negated postverbal objects around until as late as 1400 (Fischer et al., 2000: 175, 177) -it is only after that date that the only preverbal objects are negated objects. The claim that "[t]he rare head-final vps in the later periods can be attributed to the influences of surviving Old English dialects in bilingual writers" (p. 64) is, without any further support (which writers? which texts?), not enough to refute this serious counterargument.
What is at the heart of e&f's problems is that syntax is not the right arena to fight a case for family relationships. Word orders are grounded in general processes of human cognition/conceptualization to a much greater extent than other levels of linguistic description, which means that there is a lot of convergence going on with languages arriving completely independently at the same structures.
As an example, consider the similar pronominal/nominal asymmetry with respect to objects of phrasal verbs in pde and in North Germanic (examples (22)-(23) on pp. 71-72). It follows a general cognitive pattern of "given" before "new" information, with both full np objects and particles competing for the end-focus position, while pronouns-"given" by definition-are unlikely to Language Dynamics and Change 6 (2016) [31] [32] [33] enter that competition (unless heavily focused). In other words, there is nothing special about these outcomes in the two languages, as they both play out in the force field set up by vo/non-v2 syntax and information structure (see, e. g., Los et al., 2012) .
